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Sarah Howard
Sharon Kay Penman is a great author of 
historical fiction.  She is a brilliant historian 
and a moving storyteller, always true to the 
evidence we have about her subjects and 
painting her characters with striking realism 
and a heart-wrenching kind of humanity that 
will forever change the way we remember 
figures like Richard III or Eleanor of 
Acquataine.  

The Sunne in Splendour is Penman’s re-
examination of the life of Richard III.  Using 
evidence written during his life, she makes an effort 
to dispel the myths created by his successor Henry 
Tudor’s propaganda campaign against Richard and 
his House of York.  Tudor was simply using the 
traditional tools available to him to legitimize his 
reign-little did he know his historian’s 
exaggerations and fabrications would give rise to 
one of the most false and most believed myths of all 
time.  Thanks to Tudor and a helping hand from 
Shakespeare, the real Richard III has been forgotten 
in favor of a hunchbacked tyrant, a miserable an 

lacking merit or moral fiber.  Penman’s picture is 
quite different, and a great step toward righting the 
wrongs history has committed in the case of Richard 
III.  This ambitious read is made fast work by 
Penman’s supreme sense of character and the 
richness of the period of itself. 

Penman has also written a four-part series about the 
beginning of the Plentagenet kings (Richard was the 
last of that line.) The death of Henry I launched one 
of the most turbulent periods of english history as 
his daughter and named successor Maude (or 
Matilda) and her cousin Stephen battled for the 
crown.  An ignominious end to Stephen’s life placed 
Maude’s son Henry on the throne, one of the best-
known figures in English history.   The books that 
follow depict the length of Henry’s reign and tell a 
shocking tale of scheming and betrayal, husband 
against wife, father against sons.  Perhaps the most 
turbulent family in history, one must have a sense of 
the ridiculous to appreciate just how far Henry, 
Eleanor and their sons were wiling o go for power.  
These books will have you on the edge of your seat, 
mouth agape at the absurdity of this family’s sense 
of reality but the humanity with which Penman 
paints her characters is undeniable and will have 
you crying out in frustration and feeling.

When Christ and his Saints Slept

Time and Chance

Devil’s Brood

Lionheart 

“To read is to fly: it is to soar to a point of vantage which gives a view over wide terrains of history, 

human variety, ideas, shared experience and the fruits of many inquiries.”!

 - A C Grayling, Financial Times (in a review of A History of Reading by Alberto Manguel)
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Kris Brown
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A hurricane is building over the Gulf of Mexico, threatening the coastal town of Bois Sauvage, Mississippi, and Esch's father is 
growing concerned. A hard drinker, largely absent, he doesn't show concern for much else. Esch and her three brothers are stocking 
food, but there isn't much to save. Lately, Esch can't keep down what food she gets; she's fourteen and pregnant. Her brother Skeetah 
is sneaking scraps for his prized pitbull's new litter, dying one by one in the dirt. Meanwhile, brothers Randall and Junior try to stake 
their claim in a family long on child's play and short on parenting.
A big-hearted novel about familial love and community against all odds, and a wrenching look at the lonesome, brutal, and restrictive 
realities of rural poverty, Salvage the Bones is muscled with poetry, revelatory, and real.
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Ruth Hallblade
I loved Sarah’s Key (Tatiana de 
Rosnay)
It had a wonderful story mixed with some 
history.   Paris, July 1942: Sarah, a ten-
year-old girl, is taken with her parents by 
the French police as they go door to door 
arresting Jewish families in the middle of 
the night. Desperate to protect her younger 
brother, Sarah locks him in a bedroom 
cupboard—their secret hiding place—and 
promises to come back for him as soon as 
they are released.

I am now reading Bill O'Reilly's  Killing 
Lincoln
“A riveting historical narrative of the heart-
stopping events surrounding the 
assassination of Abraham Lincoln, and the 
first work of history from mega-bestselling 
author Bill O'Reilly”.

Deb McGill
Cutting for Stone by Abraham Verghese
I loved this book. It takes place mostly in Ethiopia so you learn 
about the place and its people along the way. But what swept 
me in were the characters. Marion and Shiva are twin brothers  
born of a secret union between a beautiful Indian nun and a 
brash British surgeon at a mission hospital in Addis Ababa. 
Orphaned by their mother’s death in childbirth and their 
father’s disappearance and raised by two Indian doctors, the 

twins come of age as Ethiopia hovers on the brink of revolution. The book 
has a Jodi Piccoult-like story line which I won't spoil by detailing it here. It 
is a fascinating read.
     

Play to Win by Larry Wilson and Hersch Wilson 
This book is not what the title seems.  It is about choosing growth over 
fear in work and life (i.e., playing to win by making conscious, objective 
choices and taking risks vs. playing "not to lose" by taking the safe 
route). It is a wonderful book that helps you look at life differently. One 
mantra is that everyone has 83 problems. And if you manage to succeed 
in solving them, you will be rewarded with 83 more. That life, and growth, 
happen through problem solving which should be embraced rather than 
avoided. The book is wonderfully written and fun. It lays out a path 
toward emotional maturity and compels the reader to embrace it 
wholeheartedly and never look back.
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Lowell Nordling

The Honk and 
Holler
Opening Soon
Billie Letts  (2004)
A returned Viet Nam 
veteran returns to his 
home in Oklahoma and 
eventually decides to 

open a restaurant by the 
side of the road.  Molly O  has the 
sign made and twelve years later it 
has not been changed.  This novel, 
probably too true but not factual, is 
of how the disabled Nam vet-Caney, 
Molly O-his surrogate mother, a Viet 
Namese immigrant-Bui (who decides 
he wants to work as handyman), a 
"lady of the road"-Vena, (who stops 
off and decides they need a car hop, 
even if they have never had one), 
Brenda-a daughter and Helen along 
with some of the customers, interact 
and the relationships that develop.  
Caney struggles with the fact he 
wasn't injured in battle but in falling 
from a helicopter, which results in his 
being confined him to a wheel chair.  
It is amusing, and touching, and 
troubling to watch them work this 
out, to the extent they do.

As Inskeep so aptly puts it, we are now living 
in the age of the "instant city," when new 
megacities can emerge practically overnight, 
creating a host of unique pressures 
surrounding land use, energy, housing, and 
the environment. The co-host of Morning 
Edition explores how this epic migration has 
transformed one of the world's most intriguing 
instant cities: Karachi, Pakistan. From 350,000 
people in 1941 to over 13 million today and 
the growth and expansion have not been well 
managed.  Through interviews with people who have been 
responsible for planning and execution of this growth he 
discovers the hopes and failures, graft and corruption, as well 
as the great pressure to control that have been a part of its 
development
"As Inskeep underscores, one of the great ironies of Karachi's 
history is that the decision to divide Pakistan and India along 
religious lines in 1947 only unleashed deeper divisions within 
the city-over religious sect, ethnic group, and political party. In 
Instant City, Inskeep investigates the 2009 bombing of a Shia 
religious procession that killed dozens of people and led to 
further acts of terrorism, including widespread arson at a 
popular market. As he discovers, the bombing is in many ways 
a microcosm of the numerous conflicts that divide Karachi."
It's importance is underscored by the fact that all our troops, 
and their arms, in Afghanistan flow through Karachi, which is 
good for the city but also makes it very vulnerable to attack.  
This book gives one some sense of what the world is like 
"beyond the headlines."

Whistling Season        Ivan Doig   (2007)  
A novel set in early 1900's in "Maria"s Coulee" Montana.  Oliver and his three sons decided that, some months after the 
mother died, they should have a housekeeper.  They answered an ad in the Minneapolis paper for a Rose Llewellyn, an "A-1 
housekeeper" who "Can't cook but doesn't bite". She showed up with her "font-of-knowledge" brother, Moris, and life was 
never the same in Maria's Coulee.  Morris is pressed into service as a teacher who doesn't have the credentials to teach but 
he turns out to be a remarkable teacher in the one room school of rambunctious kids.  The story is told from the 
perspective of a man, the oldest son, looking back at the experience from position of one sent out by the State 
Board of Education with the role of determining which of these one-room schools should be closed. Just a few 
illustrations of the phraseology that was so interesting: "The Rembrandt light of memory, finicky magical and 
faithful at the same time..." (p153), "the circumference of love depends on the angle you see it from" (p 304), 
and "Even when it stands vacant the past is never empty" (p344)

"A paean to a vanished way of life and the eccentric individuals and idiosyncratic institutions that made it 
fertile, The Whistling Season is Ivan Doig at his evocative best."

Instant City: Life and Death in Karachi
Steve Inskeep (2011)

My entry would be New York, the novel by Edward Rutherfurd.! It takes you through historical 
events from the beginning when the Indians landed on Manhattan Island, by following the “Master” 
family through these events, and its impact on society.! It’s a wonderful way to learn history.!!

Trudy Nordling
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Deb Meyer
One Thousand 
Autumns of Jacob de 
Zoet by David 
Mitchell -
great sweep of history 
and compelling story

A Short History of 
Tractors in 
Ukranian by 
Mariana Lewycka - a 
wild, delightful, grace-
filled story

Major Pettigrew's 
Last Stand by 
Helen Simonson - 
one of my favorite 
reads ever

A sweet story set in 
England. The Major is a 
typical stiff upper lip
English man who tries to keep his greedy 
relatives, including his son,
to get possession of a pair of hunting 
rifles. He finds an ally in
Jasmine a Pakistani woman. Though their 
backgrounds are very
different, their moral values and interests 
are similar.  (Ann-Britt)

The Call by Yannick 
Murphy - most unusual 
style, lovely book 
complete with aliens, 
illness and care for each 
other

The Art of Fielding by Chad 
Harbach - engaging story and almost a 
great one; watch this author - very 
promising

Ann-Britt Keillor
Believing the Lie by Elizabeth 
George
This is the 17th of Inspector Lynley mystery 
books. Lynley is asked to
come and investigate a seemingly accidental 
drowning. Bringing two
friends with him, they get caught up in a 
series of possibilities and
in a series of lies.

Bury Your Dead 
by Louise Penny
The 6th book in the 
series set in 
Quebec. Here she 
spins three stories 
into one.

A Trick of Light 
by Louise Penny
This is the 7th book of the same 
series.

The Tiger's Wife by Te'a Obreht
I found this book to be very complicated. It is 
set in the Balkans after WWII and is a 
combination of fact and myth. A young girl is 
in search of her grandfather who has died in a 
small remote village.
During this search there are stories of an 
escaped zoo tiger, a man who couldn't die, 
and among other stories a deaf/mute woman 
known as the Tiger's wife.

State of Wonder by Ann Patchett
I don't know how to describe this story. Dr. 

Marina Singh travels to the 
Amazon to find out about her 
colleague Anders Ecklund who 
they are told has died. The 
main scientist, Annick 
Swenson, is trying to isolate a 
compound which makes 
women able to have children 

into old age. It is full of intrigue and 
difficulties. Ann Patchett is a great storyteller.

The Elegance of the Hedgehog by 
Muriel Barbery

I had to read this with 
a dictionary by my 
side. It is set in Paris
and tells the story of 
Renee the concierge 
and a twelve year old 
girl
Paloma who lives in 
the building. The concierge is highly 
intelligent
and educated! but tries to conceal this 
from those around her. When
the story ends you are disappointed 
because it should have continued
and ended differently.

Plus any mystery book by Swedes, 
Norwegians, and Icelanders
Also Lee Child, J A Jance, James 
Patterson's! Women's Murder Club
novels. He also wrote one with Liza 
Marklund called the Postcard
Killers.
Patterson writes outlines and then has 
other authors write the story.

ONE MORE FROM DEB MEYER 

A Secret Gift by 
Ted Gup 
 nonfiction 
recounting of a 
grandfathers gift 
during the 
depression and 
what his grandson, 
a journalist, finds 
out about his 
grandfather 
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To five-year-old-Jack, Room is the 
world. It's where he was born, it's 
where he and his Ma eat and sleep 
and play and learn. At night, his Ma 
shuts him safely in the wardrobe, 
where he is meant to be asleep when 
Old Nick visits. Room is home to 
Jack, but to Ma it's the prison where 
she has been held for seven years. 
Through her fierce love for her son, 
she has created a life for him in this 
eleven-by-eleven-foot space. But 
with Jack's curiosity building 
alongside her own desperation, she 
knows that Room cannot contain 
either much longer.
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The first is Eric Mextaxas' Bonhoeffer: Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy
It is a gripping biographical account of Dietrich Bonhoeffer that chronicles his life as a youth spent in a well-established and well-
regarded, intellectual family to his martyrdom at the hands of Germany's Nazi Regime.! Along the way, it tells the story of young 
man with convictions who learned in the halls of Germany's most influential theological institutions before taking his place as one of 
its most important dissenting theological voices.! Bonhoeffer's life recounts Germany as it headed towards World War II.! Most 
effectively the book examines how the church was manipulated by the desperate feelings of the German people, to scapegoat the 
Jewish population and resist the influence of the broader church and the burgeoning movement of ecumenism.! In the developing 
religious and political climate Bonhoeffer's voice nearly stands alone. He called people to a faith that stands with Christ even in a 
country that did not and it cost him his life.! 

Another is The Pastor by Eugene Peterson
This book is a memoir that recounts the life of a man whose scholarship, translations, and critiques of culture and 
Christianity's capitulation to it, continue to serve the church well.! It maps out his life, from his humble beginnings 
in rural Montana to his effective ministry as a church planter and pastor in Maryland to his time as a teacher and 
scholar.! Essential in his story is his relationship and true partnership with his wife, their insistence that the gospel 
of Jesus Christ, rooted in the story in the story of Old Testament remains fresh and challenging and life giving, and 
that we must resist the temptation of allowing it to be co-opted by the prevailing influence of suburban American 
culture.
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